__ dance is the English name for a Middle Eastern dance
The __ started in the 19th century as a Czech peasant dance
The __ has its roots in Africa and Latin America
This type of dance shares a name with a picante sauce
The Lindy Hop, Charleston and Shag are all __ dances
You don’t need a rose in your teeth to perform this dance
Chubby Checker sang a song about this dance in the 1960s
Madonna sang about this dance - Strike a pose
The __ become popular in Vienna in the 18th century
The __ Potato was a dance in the early 1960s
Swing your partner ‘round and ‘round in __ dancing
Highland warriors would dance over __ on the eve of a battle
In the __, a Russian folk dance, a man dances with two women
The __ Patch was a 1980s dance
The __ combines quick and slow steps for ballroom dancing
The __ is a social dance where you hop around in a line
__ is a loud form of dancing which uses feet and shoes as instruments
The __ is associated with Spain
The hula was developed in the __ Islands
Rhett & Scarlet dance the __ Reel in Gone With The Wind
The Minuet, Polonaise and Quadrille are formal dances from __ times
"Do the __ and you turn yourself around, that’s what it’s all about!"
The __ Dance was named the national dance of Mexico in 1924
Michael Flatley performed Irish step dancing in __
__ is popular at rock, heavy metal, and grunge concerts
"Achy Breaky Heart" became a popular __ __ song in the 1990s
__ is a street style dance with lots of acrobatics and spinning
A novelty dance sometimes performed at wedding receptions
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